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ABSTRACT

The auditory system is a complex sensory network with an orchestrated multilayer regulatory pro
gramme governing its development and maintenance. Accumulating evidence has implicated long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) as important regulators in numerous systems, as well as in pathological path
ways. However, their function in the auditory system has yet to be explored. Using a set of specific
criteria, we selected four lncRNAs expressed in the mouse cochlea, which are conserved in the human
transcriptome and are relevant for inner ear function. Bioinformatic characterization demonstrated a lack
of coding potential and an absence of evolutionary conservation that represent properties commonly
shared by their class members. RNAscope® analysis of the spatial and temporal expression profiles
revealed specific localization to inner ear cells. Sub-cellular localization analysis presented a distinct
pattern for each lncRNA and mouse tissue expression evaluation displayed a large variability in terms of
level and location. Our findings establish the expression of specific lncRNAs in different cell types of the
auditory system and present a potential pathway by which the lncRNA Gas5 acts in the inner ear.
Studying lncRNAs and deciphering their functions may deepen our knowledge of inner ear physiology
and morphology and may reveal the basis of as yet unresolved genetic hearing loss-related pathologies.
Moreover, our experimental design may be employed as a reference for studying other inner ear-related
lncRNAs, as well as lncRNAs expressed in other sensory systems.

Introduction
Hearing loss, or deafness, is a heterogeneous pathology caused
by congenital or acquired factors, and affecting an estimated
466 million people worldwide [1]. Hearing loss can have
significant implications on communication, quality of life
and educational attainments [2], highlighting the importance
of early diagnosis towards optimizing patient management
and therapeutic outcomes [3]. The auditory system and the
hearing process are complex, with multiple genes and path
ways involved in their development and maintenance [4].
Nearly all variants identified as responsible for hearing loss
are located in the coding regions of genes, although many
more regulatory mutations probably exist in non-coding
regions than have currently been reported [5–7]. Since hear
ing is very likely to be significantly influenced by regulatory
regions of the genome, identifying these elements is of critical
importance.
Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) are transcripts greater
than 200 bp in length that do not produce functional proteins
[8]. They are typically expressed in a cell-specific, tissue-specific
manner [9], and show a relatively low degree of evolutionary
conservation [10]. Studies have described the importance of
specific features of primary sequence, secondary structure, and
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genomic position for lncRNA functionality [11]. Another prop
erty that expands the functional versatility of lncRNAs is their
capacity to associate with DNA, RNA, and proteins [12]. Interest
in lncRNAs among members of the scientific community has led
to an upsurge in the discovery and characterization of these
transcripts in a variety of models and systems, where they have
been implicated in diverse biological processes and diseaserelated pathways [13]. LncRNA involvement has been observed
in a variety of sensorineural systems, such as the retina [14,15]
and the olfactory bulb [16,17], but there have been limited data
published about the inner ear [18]. Mouse inner ear RNA-seq
data generated by our laboratory revealed the repertoire and
abundance of lncRNAs expressed in the sensory organs of the
inner ear during development [19]. Considering the widelyknown roles of lncRNAs in different systems as well as patholo
gical pathways, identifying and characterizing these molecules
and their function becomes essential for inner ear research.
In this study, we present a comprehensive spatiotemporal
characterization of four lncRNAs expressed in the inner ear.
Our results demonstrate a cell-specific pattern of expression for
each lncRNA, established for the first time for inner ear
lncRNAs using RNAscope®. We further analysed the subcellular localization and expression patterns of these lncRNAs
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in cells and different mouse tissues, respectively. Furthermore,
we suggest a potential mechanism through which Gas5 may
exert its regulatory role in the Notch1 pathway.

Materials and methods

Cell culture
N2a cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s med
ium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum
(FBS) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin solution (Biological
Industries).

Mouse to human lncRNA LiftOver
Mouse lncRNA coordinates (mm10) were converted to
human (hg19) using the UCSC LiftOver tool. The human
genomic loci were next intersected with human deafness
genomic loci from the Hereditary Hearing Loss Homepage
[20] using BEDTools.

RNA isolation from mouse cochlea
Total RNA was isolated from mouse cochlea sensory epithelia
using the Direct-zolTM RNA MiniPrep (Zymo Research). The
RNA was quantified using a NanoDrop™ (Thermo Fisher
Scientific).

Mouse inner ear dissections

Sub-cellular fractionation of cells

All procedures involving mice met the guidelines described in
the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use
of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the Animal
Care and Use Committees of Tel Aviv University (01–16100 and 01–17-033) and the NIH (Protocol number 1235).
At Tel Aviv University, C57BL/6 J mice were purchased from
Envigo, Rehovot, Israel or from the Tel Aviv University
Meyers Facility for Transgenic Modeling of Human Disease.
At the NIH, mice were obtained from the Jackson Laboratory
and housed in the Porter Neuroscience Research Center
Shared Animal Facility.
For the isolation of postnatal tissue, newborn mice were
euthanized by decapitation. Embryonic tissue was isolated by
euthanizing pregnant females with CO2, followed by immedi
ate decapitation of the embryos. The head skin was removed
and the dorsal part of the skull was opened along the midline.
The brain tissue was removed and the auditory nerve was
pulled out and cut. The inner ear was removed from the
temporal bone, and placed in phosphate buffered saline
(PBS, Biological Industries). The cochlea was further dis
sected, and the sensory epithelium was separated, base to
apex, from the spongy modulus bone and immediately placed
in RNAlater® (Sigma-Aldrich).

To determine the cellular localization of lncRNAs, cytosolic
and nuclear RNA fractions were isolated from N2a cells using
the PARIS™ Kit (Invitrogen), in accordance with the manu
facturer’s instructions. RNA quality was assessed using the
Agilent Tapestation system, with a measured RNA Integrity
Number equivalent (RINe) score of 10 for both nuclear and
cytoplasmic fractions. RNA was also quantified using
a NanoDrop™ (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

RNAscope®
LncRNA candidate probes were designed and purchased from
Advanced Cell Diagnostics (ACD). CD1 E16.5 and newborn
mice ears were dissected and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde
(PFA) for 24 h at 4°C. The ears were placed in a 5%-30%
sucrose gradient (the concentration of sucrose was increased
when the tissue sank inside the tube) at 4°C. The ears were left
to sink in 30% sucrose again, and were then incubated over
night at 4°C in 30% sucrose with the addition of 2 drops of
optimal cutting temperature (OCT) compound. The next day,
the ears were transferred to a 1:1 concentration of 30%
sucrose and OCT compound and shaken for 1 h, before
being added to OCT compound, frozen on dry ice, and stored
at −80°C. The ear moulds were cryo-sectioned to produce
10 μm sections, which were mounted on slides. Probe hybri
dization was according to the manufacturer’s protocol and
images were collected using a Zeiss LSM 710 microscope (40x
and 63x magnifications).

Quantitative real-time RT-PCR assay
RNA isolated from the cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions of
N2a cells, and inner ear tissues, as well as the Mouse total
RNA Master panel (Clontech), were used to study the level of
expression of candidate lncRNAs. Aliquots of 500 and 750 ng
of RNA were used to synthesize single-stranded cDNA from
different mouse tissues and the cytoplasmic and nuclear frac
tions of N2a cells, respectively. Reverse transcription of RNA
was performed using the qScript One-Step RT-qPCR Kit
(Quantabio). The cDNA was kept at −20°C. Expression levels
of protein coding genes and lncRNAs were evaluated with the
PerfeCTa® SYBR® Green FastMix®, ROX™ kit (Quantabio).
Gapdh was used as an internal control. Primers were designed
using the Primer3 online tool (https://www.bioinfo.ut.ee/pri
mer3-0.4.0/) and ordered from IDT. Primer sequences are
provided in Supplementary Table 1. Reactions were carried
out in the StepOneTM Real-Time PCR System (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) and the analysis was performed using StepOneTM
Software v2.1. At least three independent experiments were
conducted with duplicates and a no-template control (NTC)
as a negative control. Melt-curve analysis was done in every
reaction for the confirmation of a single product. Data was
analysed by the relative quantification (ΔΔCt) method and
Table 1. lncRNA gene candidates.
GENCODE
symbol
Gas5
1810014B01Rik
2700046G09Rik
Xloc_012867

Mouse cell line
expression
3T3, B16, N2a
3T3, B16
3T3, B16, N2a
None

Co-located human
deafness gene/locus
DFNA7*
SLC17A8
PCDH15
GJB2

Distance from
deafness gene/locus
Overlaps
3.5 Mb
3.1 Mb
4.4 Kb

*A known deafness-associated locus with no identified gene (DFNA: DeaFNess with
an autosomal dominant mode of inheritance).
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expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). For
the fractionation analysis, the results were calculated as initial
quantity, presented as cytoplasmic vs. nuclear fractions, mean
initial quantity ±SEM.

In order to identify lncRNAs involved in regulating impor
tant pathways in hearing development and maintenance, we
employed a number of approaches to characterize the spatio
temporal expression patterns of the lncRNA candidates, as
described below.

Analysis of single cell data

Computational analysis of lncRNAs

Expression of each lncRNA was examined in the data sets
generated by [21] using Seurate v3. Existing Seurat objects
were queried for expression of each lncRNA and the results
were presented using the Dotplot function.

Computational tools were employed to conduct a thorough
characterization of genomic loci, conservation and coding
potential of each of the lncRNA candidates. The different
lncRNA variants expressed in the inner ear are found in the
output of the pipeline for lncRNA annotation from RNA-seq
data (PLAR) tracks (Fig. 1). The PLAR method was employed
for the identification of lncRNAs as part of the computational
process presented in a paper published by our group [19].
Since vertebrate lncRNAs are on average approximately 1000
nt long, multiple putative open reading frames (ORFs) can be
expected to occur by chance within their sequences [26,27],
and we visualized the longest ORF in each sequence.
Gas5 (growth arrest specific 5) is a well-known long
intergenic non-coding RNA (lincRNA) located on
chr1:161,034,422–161,038,539 (mm10 assembly). It has 25
known variants in the inner ear, with lengths ranging
between 759 and 4,118 bp. Gas5 exhibits no significant
evolutionary sequence conservation among mammals, as
measured by PhyloP, an algorithm that analyzes and scores
the evolutionary conservation at individual bases [28].
Conserved sequences located inside Gas5 introns mark the
location of snoRNAs, which are conserved between mice
and other mammals, as well as other vertebrates (Fig. 1A).
Gas5 was first identified due to its preferential expression in
the growth arrest phase of the cell cycle. Lacking the prop
erties of a coding gene, it was first characterized as
a snoRNA host, but has now been defined as a lncRNA
[29] with functions including the control of apoptosis [30],
and the maintenance of mouse embryonic stem cell (mESC)
self-renewal and proliferation by inhibiting endodermal
lineage differentiation [31]. As functional micropeptides
may lay hidden within RNAs that are annotated as putative
lncRNAs [32], we examined the coding potential of Gas5
using PhyloCSF, which can discriminate between protein
coding and non-coding transcripts based on their evolu
tionary signature [33]. This analysis confirmed that Gas5
has no coding potential, as the PhyloCSF score was negative
in all three possible reading frames (Fig. 1A).
2700046G09Rik is an annotated lncRNA located at
chr19:32,389,216–32,391,184 (mm10 assembly) with no signif
icant sequence conservation among mammals and no recog
nizable coding potential, evaluated by PhyloP and PhyloCSF,
respectively (Fig. 1B). It has a single isoform expressed in the
inner ear, with a length of 1,969 bp. 2700046G09Rik was shown
to be involved in a mechanism responsible for regulating mye
lin production in oligodendrocytes [34]. miR-23a was pre
sented as a negative regulator of Pten and LamnB1 and
a positive regulator of the expression of 2700046G09Rik [35].
1810014B01Rik is a lncRNA located at chr10:86,690,209–
86,701,968 (mm10 assembly). It has a single isoform expressed
in the inner ear, with a length of 9,206 bp. 1810014B01Rik

Results
Selection of functionally relevant inner ear lncRNAs
With the aim of identifying functionally relevant inner ear
lncRNAs, we integrated our previously published RNA-seq
data with GENCODE (Encyclopaedia of genes and gene var
iants, https://www.gencodegenes.org/) annotations, which
includes protein-coding loci with alternatively spliced var
iants, non-coding loci, and pseudogenes [19]. Approximately
3,700 lncRNAs of different types were found. As the next step,
we established a set of criteria for selecting functionally rele
vant lncRNA candidates for further analysis. These included
three obligatory criteria: high expression in the inner ear,
conservation in the human transcriptome (see below), and
above-threshold expression in at least two well-characterized
mouse cell lines. We selected cell lines derived from diverse
tissues in order to facilitate an understanding of the functions
and modes of action of the lncRNAs. The cell line options
chosen for this purpose were 3T3, a mouse fibroblast cell line;
B16, a mouse melanoma cell line; and Neuro2A (N2a),
a mouse neuroblastoma cell line. These criteria enabled us
to study the lncRNAs in both inner ear tissue and cultured
cells, thereby expanding our options for analysis.
Since many lncRNAs act in cis to regulate the expression of
nearby genes [22], we examined the genomic context of the
lncRNAs in order to assess any potential association to deaf
ness. Whether the lncRNAs overlapped syntenic chromoso
mal locations of human deafness loci was a consideration, but
was a non-obligatory criterion. Sixteen lncRNAs were selected
according to our criteria (Supplementary Table 2). A UCSC
track illustrating the overlap between Gas5 and a deafness
locus, DFNA7, is displayed (Supplementary Fig. 1). This list
was further processed in order to eliminate lncRNAs with
repetitive sequences or lncRNAs that host several small
nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) or microRNAs (miRNAs), as
these are more challenging to study. The lncRNAs Gas5,
1810014B01Rik, and 2700046G09Rik were chosen for further
analysis (Table 1). An additional lncRNA was selected because
of its unique chromosomal location and previously reported
association to DNA methylation dynamics in the inner ear
[23]. Xloc_012867 is located in the region near Gjb2,
a prominent deafness-related gene [24,25] (Table 1). The
different isoforms of Xloc_012867 expressed in the inner ear
are presented in Supplementary Fig. 2, as a multiple sequence
alignment.
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Figure 1. Genomic characterization of lncRNA candidates.
UCSC Genome Browser tracks depicting mouse gene variants (red) with PhyloP conservation tracks shown below (dark blue- conserved, red- not conserved).
PhyloCSF results presented in green (positive strand), show negative coding potential for all three frames available. Bottom panel tracks indicate mouse inner ear
RNA-seq coverage. An E16.5 cochlea sample is presented as an example. The rest of the samples demonstrated the same pattern of expression. The thick boxes in the
PLAR tracks represent the longest ORFs of each variant. (A) Gas5, (B) 2700046G09Rik, (C) 1810014B01Rik (also presenting the negative (red) strand for PhyloCSF), and
(D) Xloc_012867.

shows a certain amount of conservation along the gene
sequence. PhyloCSF scores were negative in all three frames,
except for some short sequences (Fig. 1C), which correspond to
regions potentially coding a recent characterized BRAWNIN
peptide (see below). Moreover, some regions with positive
scores match the overlapping coding gene and the antisense
strand positive PhyloCSF scores. 1810014B01Rik was proposed
as a potential late biomarker of Alzheimer’s disease in
a transgenic mouse model for the disease [36].
Xloc_012867 is a novel lncRNA located at chr14:57,104,
950–57,119,212 (mm10 assembly). There are four different
isoforms expressed in the inner ear, with lengths varying
between 2,293 and 7,963 bp. Xloc_012867 is located in the
intergenic region between Gjb2 and Gjb6. There is no signifi
cant conservation among mammals and the PhyloCSF scores
were negative in all three reading frames (Fig. 1D).
Xloc_012867 was first identified in our RNA-seq data of
mouse inner ear [19] and was also described in our study
on the mouse inner ear methylome [23].
The overall rapid sequence turnout displayed by all four
lncRNAs, despite the fact that all four are conserved in human

(see below), is characteristic of their class members. This,
together with their lack of substantial coding potential, and
other unique characteristics, made them strong candidates for
further analysis in the inner ear.

Inner ear lncRNA expression analysis
With the aim of learning more about the candidate lncRNAs
expression in the inner ear we used RNAscope® (ACD), an
in situ hybridization approach, which has the advantages of higher
specificity and higher signal to noise ratio [37]. This technique is
based on a unique design of a set of 10–20 Z-shaped pairs of
probes, which bind adjacent sequences on the RNA of interest,
forming a platform-like structure. A preamplifier, which can only
bind when two Z probes are bound, serves as a scaffold for
amplifiers to bind, which in turn become scaffolds for the fluor
escent probes to bind. Each set of probes provides binding sites for
hundreds of fluorescent probes, dramatically amplifying the fluor
escence on a single molecule. We assayed the expression of Gas5,
Xloc_012867 and 2700046G09Rik in the sensory epithelia of CD1
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mice at embryonic day 16.5 (E16.5) and postnatal day 0 (P0). Fig. 2
presents the results in the basal turn, which is the most informative
of the three cochlear turns. The mosaic pattern of the hair and
supporting cells, formed during inner ear differentiation, begins
near the base of the cochlea and continues towards the apex [38].
As the basal duct differentiates at an earlier age than the apex,
presenting images of the basal duct enables a broader view of gene
expression at each of the ages examined. The results validated the
expression of our candidate lncRNAs in the inner ear at both E16.5
and P0. E16.5 samples displayed a similar pattern for all three
lncRNAs, with a higher level of expression in the floor of the duct,
including both the developing organ of Corti and the adjacent
Kolliker’s organ and lesser epithelial ridge cell populations, and
a modest level of expression in all other regions of the duct. For
both 2700046G09Rik and Xloc_012867, we observed a more dif
fused expression pattern at P0 compared to E16.5, although the
tendency to higher expression in the greater and lesser epithelial
ridge cell populations was preserved. Gas5 was expressed at rela
tively higher levels at both time points, but with the same patterns
of expression observed for the other two lncRNAs (Fig. 2). To

5

confirm and expand our characterization of lncRNA expression,
we examined expression at E14, E16, P1 and P7 in a recently
published cochlear single cell RNA-seq dataset [21]. Dot plots
indicate strong expression of Gas5 and more limited expression
of 2700046G09Rik and 1810014B01Rik throughout cochlear devel
opment (Fig. 3). Consistent with the RNAscope® results, expres
sion of Gas5 at E16 and P1 was generally lower in hair cells and in
cells located at a distance from the organ of Corti, such as OC90
+ cells.
lncRNA sub-cellular localization patterns
LncRNA sub-cellular localization can range between the
nucleus, the cytoplasm, and chromatin [9]. The localization
to a specific cellular location may aid in revealing function, as
lncRNAs must localize to their place of action. In order to
reveal lncRNA localization, we extracted RNA from the nuclear
and cytosolic fractions of N2a cells, neuroblastoma cells, which
are an accessible source of neuronal tissue and may share
common characteristics with inner ear sensory tissue. All four

Figure 2. Expression of lncRNAs in the inner ear.
E16.5 (upper panel) and P0 (bottom panel) mouse inner ear sensory epithelia samples examined for Gas5, Xloc_012867 and 2700046G09Rik expression (green). Pvab
expression (hair cells marker, red), Npy expression (inner pillar cells marker, grey) and DAPI (blue) were used as controls. Upper panels for each age indicate all four
labels, while the lower panels indicate only the lncRNA expression in greyscale. Insets indicate higher magnification views of the organ of Corti. IHC (inner hair cells),
OHC (outer hair cells). Scale bars: main panels = 50 µm, insets = 20 µm.
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Figure 3. Expression of lncRNA candidates in different cells types of the inner ear.
Expression of Gas5, 2700046G09Rik, and 1810014B01Rik in the indicated cell types based on single cell RNA-seq data [21] at the indicated developmental time points:
(A) E14, (B) E16, (C) P1, and (D) P7. Size of each circle indicates percent of cells for each cell type expressing the indicated lncRNA. Colour code indicates scaled
(z-score) average expression in each cell. BM (basement membrane), DC (Deiters’ cells), DC1/2 (Deiters’ cells rows 1 and 2), DC 3 (Deiters’ cells row 3), GER (greater
epithelial ridge), GER/Hmgn2 (greater epithelial ridge/Hmgn2 expressing cells), HC (hair cells), IHC (inner hair calls), IPC (inner pillar cells), IPhC (inner phalangeal
cells), IS (inner sulcus cells), KO (Kölliker’s organ cells), Lateral KO (lateral Kölliker’s organ cells), Lateral KO.1 (lateral Kölliker’s organ cells type 1), Lateral KO.2 (lateral
Kölliker’s organ cells type 2), Lateral KO.3 (lateral Kölliker’s organ cells type 3), Lateral pro. (Lateral prosensory), LER (lesser epithelial ridge), LER2 (lesser epithelial
ridge type 2), LER/Bmp4.1 (lesser epithelial ridge/BMP4 type 1 expressing cells), LER/Bmp4.2 (lesser epithelial ridge/BMP4 type 2 expressing cells), LER/Fst (lesser
epithelial ridge/Fst expressing cells), Medial KO (medial Kölliker’s organ cells), Med. Lat. KO (medial lateral Kölliker’s organ cells), Medial pro. (Medial prosensory),
Oc90 (Otoconin90 expressing cells), Oc90.3 (Otoconin90 type 3 expressing cells), Oc90.4 (Otoconin90 type 4 expressing cells), Oc90/Ota (Otoconin90/Otoa expressing
cells), Oc90/Sparcl1 (Otoconin90/Sparcl1 expressing cells), OHC (Outer hair cells), OPC (outer pillar cells), Os/Claudius (outer sulcus cells/Claudius), Ube2c+ (Ube2c
expressing cells).

lncRNAs could be detected in both the cytoplasm and nucleus
fractions. 2700046G09Rik, 1810014B01Rik, and Xloc_012867
were shown to localize predominantly to the nuclear fraction,
while Gas5 was expressed at relatively higher levels in the
cytoplasmic fraction (Fig. 4).
LncRNA tissue specificity
Exploring the expression patterns of lncRNAs in different
tissues can provide information about the function of
a specific lncRNA. We examined the expression of our
lncRNA candidates in samples that were extracted from four
embryonic developmental stages and 11 different mouse

tissues, including the sensory epithelium of the inner ear (Fig.
5). The expression of Gas5 was exceptionally high in the eye,
spleen, testis, and cochlea, with a more moderate expression
measured in the salivary glands, kidney, and liver. The expres
sion of 1810014B01Rik was particularly elevated in the testis
tissue, with a more moderate expression in the brain, eye, heart,
kidney, liver, salivary glands, spleen, and cochlea. Embryonic
expression was lower. 2700046G09Rik was expressed at extre
mely high levels in the testis, compared to the other tissues
examined. This trend is also apparent from the published
ENCODE transcriptomic data [39]. The expression of
Xloc_012867 in the cochlea was considerably higher than in
the kidney, liver, salivary glands, spleen, stomach, and testis.

RNA BIOLOGY

Figure 4. lncRNA sub-cellular localization.
lncRNA expression in the cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions of N2a cells mea
sured by qRT-PCR, presented as cytoplasmic vs. nuclear fractions mean initial
quantity ±SEM, n = 3. Malat1, known to be localized to the nuclear fraction,
served as a control.

Other tissues showed even lower expression levels (Fig. 5).
These results demonstrate the large variability in lncRNA
expression with respect to both the localization and levels.

Discussion
Non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) are crucial for a wide variety of
biological processes and deregulation of their expression might
lead to various pathologies, including cancer [40], coeliac disease
[41], and cardiovascular diseases [42], among others. In recent
years, advances in technologies have revolutionized our capacity
to decode the diverse features of the genome and have enabled the
discovery and characterization of different classes of ncRNA
molecules, including lncRNAs. These have proved to be
a diverse group of molecules with the ability to exert their func
tions in cis, in trans [43], in the nucleus [44], or cytoplasm, and
even to be able to shuttle between the two compartments [9].
LncRNAs have tissue-specific expression patterns and are dyna
mically expressed during different developmental pathways in
biological processes and pathologies [45,46]. However, the role
of lncRNAs in the auditory system and their contribution to
hearing loss-related pathologies remains largely unclarified. Two
lncRNAs, Meg3 [47] and Rubie [48] are expressed in the cochlea
and vestibule, respectively. A transcriptomic study of the human
inner ear, derived from three individuals whose hearing could not
be preserved upon tumour removal, described over 7,000
lncRNAs, with 253 differentially expressed between the cochlea
and the vestibule [18]. Our group published a comprehensive
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analysis of the lncRNA landscape in the auditory and vestibular
systems during development [19]. In this work, we presented
a comparison between the mouse lncRNA catalogue and those
annotated in human. Orthology was examined by both sequence
similarity and synteny. We identified 139 lncRNAs with sequence
similarity and 1,049 syntenic lncRNAs. A subset of 101 lncRNAs
shared both sequence similarity and syntenic location [18,19].
Here we report the comprehensive characterization of Gas5,
Xloc_012867, 2700046G09Rik, and 1810014B01Rik, four lncRNAs, each with its own unique set of properties. One of the
criteria for choosing the lncRNAs for further study was their
conservation in human tissues. Gas5 has an annotated homolog
in human (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/60674). Gas5
overlaps DFNA7, a deafness-associated locus, for which LMX1A
is a candidate gene [49]. Since lncRNAs act in cis to regulate the
expression of nearby genes [22], Gas5 may regulate this gene.
2700046G09Rik has a synthetic human lncRNA known as
SGMS1-AS1. It seems to have limited sequence overlap with the
mouse lncRNA, but is transcribed from the same region. The
general function of this lncRNA is yet to be determined in human,
but it is interesting to note its genomic proximity to the deafness
gene PCDH15. The human Xloc_012867 homolog is AL138688.1/
RP11-264J4.10. RP11-264J4.10 was suggested to be involved in the
regulation of Gjb6, a deafness-associated gene [23]. Most recently,
parts of the human homolog for 1810014B01Rik, C12orf73, was
annotated as coding for a 71 amino acid long peptide named
BRAWNIN [50]. It was demonstrated, through functional predic
tion, proteomics, metabolomics and metabolic flux modelling, as
essential for respiratory chain complex III (CIII). These are also
similar to sequences located in another mouse gene referred to as
1190007I07Rik. This could be explained by a duplication or rear
rangement event at some point during rodent evolution.
Depletion of BRAWNIN in human cells impairs mitochondrial
ATP production. Deletion of murine 1190007I07Rik in mouse
embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) using CRISPR/Cas9 demonstrated
the requirement for BRAWNIN in CIII assembly or stability in
mice as well. The 1810014B01Rik transcript expressed in mouse
inner ear is different in length and genomic structure compared to
1190007I07Rik and further investigation aimed at identifying
a functional protein encoded by 1810014B01Rik is required. Its
role as a functional lncRNA has yet to be excluded.
All four lncRNAs show little evidence of evolutionary
conservation, which is characteristic of their class, and appear
to be non-coding. We describe the use of RNAscope® for the
detection of lncRNAs in the inner ear for the first time. This
advanced in situ hybridization technique validated the expres
sion of our candidate lncRNAs in the inner ear at both E16.5
and P0 and demonstrated a cell-specific pattern. Based on
these results, we designed and performed experiments aimed
at demonstrating the spatial and temporal expression patterns
of these lncRNAs, and promoting our knowledge regarding
their potential functional roles. Since a robust inner ear cell
line is not available, N2a neuroblastoma cells were used, as an
accessible resource of cells from neuronal origin that may
share common characteristics with inner ear sensory tissue.
The localization of a lncRNA within the cell can provide
information about its molecular role and mechanism of
action. LncRNAs differ from protein-coding mRNAs in that
they have to be present in the cellular location in which they
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Figure 5. lncRNA expression in a mouse tissue panel, using qRT-PCR.
(A) Gas5, (B) 2700046G09Rik, (C) 1810014B01Rik, and (D) Xloc_012867. Mean ± SEM, n = 3. Error bars are presented for the cochlea only as the source of the rest of the
samples is the Mouse Total RNA Master Panel (Clontech).

act [9]. For example, lncRNAs located at the site of transcrip
tion in the nucleus may be involved in recruitment of tran
scription factors or chromatin modifying complexes. Nuclear
lncRNAs can also regulate gene expression in trans, through
binding to distant genomic loci, or be involved in alternative
splicing. LncRNAs exported from the nucleus to the cyto
plasm after transcription, are often involved in regulation
through miRNA sponging [51], or engage in translation inter
ference [52]. Sub-cellular analysis of N2a cells revealed that
three of the four lncRNAs examined, (2700046G09Rik,
1810014B01Rik and Xloc_012867), were predominantly
expressed in the nuclear fraction. Gas5, which is known to
shuttle between the nucleus and cytoplasm [53], and has
different patterns of localization in various types of cells [9],
was predominantly expressed in the cytoplasm. These results
demonstrate the variability and specificity of lncRNA expres
sion patterns.
The expression of the four lncRNAs in various mouse tis
sues illustrated another well-known characteristic of lncRNAs,
namely high tissue specificity, with differential levels of expres
sion. Interestingly, Xloc_012867, selected because of its com
pelling genomic location, was expressed at considerably higher
levels in the cochlea than in the other tissues examined,

suggesting its importance in the inner ear. Since this lncRNA
is located in a region near distinct deafness-related genes, Gjb2
and Gjb6 [24,54], it has potential for being involved in their
regulation through a cis-acting mechanism.
Gas5 was highly expressed in the ear and eye. Another
critical ncRNA family, the miRNAs, are also robustly
expressed in these sensory systems. For example, the members
of miR-183 family, miR-183, miR-96, and miR-182, were
shown to be abundantly expressed and to target essential
genes in certain eye and inner ear cell types [55–57]. The
similar expression patterns and the established correlation
between high expressions levels of miRNAs and a crucial
function in these specific sensory systems, supports our
hypothesis that Gas5 has a critical function in the inner ear.
Gas5 was previously associated with a Notch1-related path
way, where miR-137 was shown to be a negative regulator of
Notch1, with Gas5 acting as a competing endogenous RNA
(ceRNA) [58]. Notch signalling is critical for the formation of
the organ of Corti’s hair and supporting cells’ mosaic pattern.
In addition, Notch defines the development of the prosensory
domain of the inner ear and plays a role in its proliferation
and regeneration [59,60]. In fact the mosaic pattern formation
is achieved through Notch1 lateral inhibition mechanism of
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downregulation in cells that will develop as hair cells, and
upregulation in cells that will become supporting cells [61].
Our expression studies using RNAscope®, demonstrate
enriched expression of Gas5 in the prosensory domain of
the cochlear turn, which is the source of both hair and
supporting cells of the organ of Corti [61]. Considering the
correlation between lncRNA localization and site of action, we
suggest that a Notch1–miR-137–Gas5 interplay is also engaged
in the inner ear. This hypothesis is supported by our qRTPCR results demonstrating an increase in Notch1 and Gas5
expression during development, between E16.5 and P0,
accompanied by a decrease in the expression of miR-137
between these same time points (Supplementary Methods,
Supplementary Table 2, Supplementary Fig. 3). Thus, we
propose a miRNA negative regulation and a lncRNA positive
regulation imposed by its miRNA sponging activity.
In summary, our findings demonstrate the temporal and
spatial expression of specific lncRNAs, Gas5, Xloc_012867,
2700046G09Rik, and 1810014B01Rik, in different cell types
of the auditory system. Examination of other pathways leads
us to hypothesize that Gas5 might function in the inner ear as
a ceRNA to the Notch signalling pathway. While examining
the function of lncRNAs remains a challenge due to the lack
of a robust inner ear cell line, CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing
may provide a means to study their role in the whole animal.
Our data provide new information about mouse inner ear
lncRNAs and reveal important insights into the regulatory
landscape of lncRNAs in the auditory system. As they have
in other diseases, lncRNAs may provide new targets for ther
apy in deafness. In addition, the experimental design of this
study may serve as a reference for the analysis of lncRNAs
expressed in other sensory systems.
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